Program: Nonprofit Tech Readiness for Jewish Agencies

Application for Jewish Agencies sponsored NTR cohort.

"*" indicates required fields

Applicant Information

Please provide the following information for the individual applying to participate in the program.

Name *

First

Last

Title *

Email *

Secondary Contact

Please provide the following information for a secondary contact. This information is only used in instances that we are not able to reach the participant directly.

Name (Secondary Contact) *
First

Last

Title (Secondary Contact) *

Email (Secondary Contact) *

Organization

Please share the following information about your organization.

Organization Name *

Address *

City

State / Province / Region

Country

In which of the following groups are you a member? *
Please select all that apply

☐ Jewish Federations of North America
☐ Network of Jewish Human Service Agencies
☐ The Claims Conference
☐ UJA–Federation of New York
☐ Weinberg Jewish Portfolio grantee

Total full-time equivalent (FTE) organizational staff *

☐ Less than 5
☐ 5–10
☐ 11–25
Why do you want to participate in this 6-month cohort training program? *

How do you think it will help you in reaching your organization’s mission? *

The NTR for Jewish Agencies cohort is focused on supporting organizations making significant shifts to become more strategic in their planning and implementation of technology. Participants with specific projects to use as working examples throughout the program increase the likelihood of new skills and knowledge being adopted. Please share examples of specific projects you could use as context during the program.

Supporting equity in NTEN programs

We value equity and the work toward liberation for all. It is important to us to understand who participates and benefits from our programs so that we can be intentional in the ways we build support, resources, and access to this community especially for those who experience barriers to our work and the broader work of nonprofit technology including people who are Black, Indigenous, and other people of color, gender diverse, disabled, LGBTQIA+, neurodiverse, and those with other under-represented identities. Please use this space to self-identify if you feel comfortable doing so. This information will only be seen by the application review team to review applications for this particular cohort and will not be used for any other purpose. This is not required.
Additional Information

Please share any additional information you feel will be useful in our application review process. Examples may include a demonstration of completing previous online courses, other professional development efforts you’re engaging in, etc.

Previous NTR Applications

Have you previously applied to an NTR cohort?

- Yes, I have applied previously
- No, this is my first application

Acknowledgements

☐ I understand that participation requires 8–10 hours per month.

NTC Committeement *

☐ I understand that participation includes attending the Nonprofit Technology Conference. Program participation includes registration to either the in-person or online option.